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Tuition soars to legal max
by James A. Tinker
editor

Newlove named
chairman: The Board
of Trustees elected local
realtor Richard Newlove
Chairman of the Board
May 11.
He is succeeding J.
Warren Hall who retired
his seat at the same
meeting. Newlove served
as vice chairman this year
and this appointment
follows Board tradition.
Nick Milleti, former
owner of the Cleveland
Cavaliers and the Indians,
will be the 1990-91 vice
chairman.

Stalin series on
27: The first installment
of WBGU TV 27's series
"Revolutionary,"
attempts to answer a
number of questions about
Joseph Stalin's rise to
power.
The intriguing Public
Broadcasting System
documentary will air May
28 at 9 p.m.
"Despot" and
"Generalissimo" will be
the second and third
installments in this three
part series, giving a clear
picture of Soviet past in an
uncertain present.

Rec schedule:
Summer hours for the
Student Recreation Center
will be noon until 9 p.m.
through June 17. After the
17th the rec will open at 9
a.m.
All services will be
available, except Cooper
Pool, which is closed until
June 6 to be painted.
The intramural office
opens May 21.

Library sets
hours: All services at
the Jerome and Ogg
Science libraries will be
available this summer,
Monday thru Thursday
from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m,
Friday 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
Saturday 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and Sunday 1 p.m. to 11.

City
Pizza robbers

sought: The Wood

County Crime Stoppers
May ''Crime of the Month
invlves the assault and
robbery of two pizza
deliverers April 4 and S.
In the first crime two
white males beat and stole
$25 from a female
Domino's delivery person,
while a solo white male
robbed a female Marco's
deliverer of $20 the next
night.
Anyone with information
about the pizza robberies,
or any other crime in Wood
County, should call the
Crime Stoppers at 352-0077
or 1-800-54-CRIME.
Anonymity will honored.

The cost of living and learning at the University has increased yet
again.
The Board of Trustees, which three months ago approved a $170
increase in room and board for next year, raised the instructional
fee as high as state law allows for the 1990-91 academic year.
Undergraduate instructional fees for in-state residents jumped
from $2,162 to $2,292, a 6 percent hike. Students' general fees also increased $34.
Graduate students will be pinched for an additional $89 per semester as well.
Last year the undergraduate instructional fee rose 5.9 percent —
the first year of a legislative-imposed cap on University education

rates. In 1988, before this limit was enforced, the trustees increased
the instructional fee 12.3 percent.
The most recent instructional fee increase was approved by all
Board members except maverick Virgina Platt.
"A 6 percent increase of the instructional fee is not acceptable,"
she said.
Rising costs may affect enrollment, and the soaring price tag for
college degrees reflects a government that does not value education
highly enough, the former faculty member said.
However, fellow trustee and finance chairman Herbert Moorhead
said the increase was necessary and supported the administration's
budget recommendations.
Higher operating costs, including library acquisitions, utilities,
employee health insurance, undergraduate and graduate scholarships, instructional equipment and salaries demand more funds.
G See Tuition, page 4.

Weather
dilemma
remains
by Eric Dairies
staff writer

Unseasonal weather and a
limited number of seats in Anderson Arena create a yearly dilemma for planners of the University's May commencement.
For the past two years graduation at Doyt Perry Field has
been overshadowed by cold,
damp weather.
Philip Mason, vice president
of University relations, said the
problem is the lack of an indoor
campus facility large enough to
hold the graduates — and all
their guests.
"The ultimate would be to
build a place where we could
hold all of the graduates and
their guests," he said.
When commencement is held
in Anderson Arena, Mason said
it is difficult to tell graduates —
who this year numbered just
short of 2,000 — that they must
limit guests when graduation is
such an important event for
them and their families. Because of this, ceremonies have
been held at Perry Field for the
past two years, despite the unseasonal weather.
"It's such a proud time for
parents and students, that it's
hard to put a damper on it (by
setting restrictions)," Mason
said.
Kent State University, which
also has a fairly small gymnasium for its approximate 2,000
graduates, splits its May graduation into three separate ceremonies.
Kathryn Myers, an administrator and commencement
coordinator at KSU, directs

three ceremonies for graduates
receiving bachelor, master and
doctoral degrees.
"It allows the graduate students to have a more dignified
ceremony, and the baccalaureate students have the opportunity to invite more people, Myers
said.
Indoor graduation with two
ceremonies has been tried at the
University, but Mason said it
has not worked.
"Shift one is slow and lingers
because it is their time, while
shift two waits outside in the
rain," Mason said.
Jeff Agnoli, a graduate of the
College Student Personnel program said, "It's bad for the family and the graduates, and especially the elderly, who have to
sit in it (the bad weather)," he

said.
Agnoli said they should hold it
indoors, and then televise it in
other rooms so graduates could
invite as many people as they
want.
However, Ricardo Frazer,
outgoing Graduate Student Senate president, believes there is a

"We're between a rock and a hard place. I
don't think anybody likes the current
situation. I certainly don't like it."
-Paul Olscamp, University President
need for different undergraduate and graduate ceremonies.
"This could help the University have better relations with
graduate students," he said.
University President Paul

said administrators have reviewed commencement plans,
but have not been able to determine a viable alternative to
the outside ceremony.
C See Ceremony, page 4.

by Michelle Banks
managing editor
The stereotypical image
of homeless people asleep
on street grates does not
comprise the type of homeless people in Wood County
where a growing number
are in need of snort term
shelter.
Ellen Bowers, executive
director from the link,
said in a public hearing before city council Thursday,
that the number of people
in need of shelter has
grown since last year.
"Last year 658 individuals asked for shelter and
only 173 were sheltered
and 485 had to be turned
away," she said.
According to Bowers, the
typical homeless person in
Wood County is "struggling in a low-pay job
(and) when a crisis arises
they are unable to meet
bills or expenses."
When such a situation
arises, people often stay
with family or friends, but
the living arrangements
usually are temporary and
eventually the homeless
cannot be accommodated,
forcing them to seek facilities such as the Link,
Bowers said.
The homeless are then
checked into a hotel for one
evening, while Bowers decides how to help them further.
"If they do not have any
Cn of action about what
y are going to do then
we usually send them to
the shelter in Findlay or
Toledo," she said.
Often, however, Bowers
refers them to Wood
County Human Services
(WCHS) because many
people have no desire to
enter Toledo shelers with
their families.
"Many people are very
fearful of shelters because
of the highly publicized
dangers which have been
seen in the press," she
said." Also they are concerned about drug abuse
and violence and don't
want their children to be
exposed to more of that."
If people decide to seek
help from the WCHS inO See Homeless, page 3.

Allen wins fight
with University
by Beth Church
staff writer

Nation
Student wins
suit: A disabled man
has won a federal lawsuit
to require Oklahoma City
University to reinstate him
as a law student.
Mark Nation, 30, sued
the university last year
after he was dismissed
because of low grades.
Nation, of Del City,
alleged that given his
handicap, he wasn't
allowed enough time to
take tests or adequate
means to get class notes.
He is paralyzed in both
arms and legs because of
an injury suffered in a
junior high school rugby
game.

BG News/John Potter
Olscamp disagrees.
Olscamp does not want to separate graduate students from
the "academic family" present
at the University by placing
them in.their own commencement.
In five of the eight years he
has been president, Olscamp

Situation
worsens
locally for
homeless
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.
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Renovations Cinder Way

BG News/ John Potter

Renovations to Shatzell Hall have once again resumed following the discovery of asbestos late last year.
The asbestos, which had to be specially removed and disposed of, delayed renovation plans for several
months. Also currently under renovation are the Gish film theatre, Founders Residence Hall, The Little
Shop, and Overman Hall. Shatzell Hall, which is undergoing the most drastic renovations, is scheduled to
be completed In March of 1991.

After spending five years fighting University officials through the
legal system, Maxine Allen soon will be granted a management position in Telecommunications.
Wood County Common Pleas Judge Gale Williamson last week
ruled that Allen should be granted the position of Telecommunications manager within 30 days.
"I'm just very relieved, Allen said, declining to comment further
on the case and referring reporters to her lawyer, James Melle of
Columbus.
In 1985, Allen sued University officials asking to be appointed as
"Telecommunications manager" — a job which she claimed she
already had been performing for less pay as the "telephone coordinator."
Williamson agreed and stated in his ruling that Allen's "historical
title of telephone coordinator and the new title of telecommunications manager are essentially the same position."
"Because the 'new'position is substantially a redefined telephone
coordinator, (Allen) has a right to the manager's position under
existing laws," the ruling stated.
Under Ohio civil service laws, a classified staff position cannot be
renamed as a management position, when the duties remain the
same.
However, University attorneys argued the creation of the management position was intended to create a lob with more management-oriented responsibilities than the telephone coordinator.
A date has not yet been set for a hearing to determine the amount
of damages due to Allen.
In 1968, University attorneys took the case to the Ohio Supreme
Court, claiming the local court did not have jurisdiction, but the Supreme Court overruled the objection.
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Censorship
unnecessary
Andrew Dice Clay appeared on Saturday Night
Live last week.
In his pompadoured hair and leather jacket he
strutted under the hot glare of the television lights
— in the spotlight of controversy because of his
four-lettered, socially assaulting commentary.
Earlier that week Nora Dunne, an SNL cast
member refused to perform on the show to protest
Clay's act, which she feels, (and she is not alone in
feeling this sentiment) is degrading to women.
Clay then commented on Dunne's action and
after hearing his remarks you have to wonder
about his I.Q. or if he really does fear women.
Following Clay's remarks, female rocker Sinead
O'Conner, who was to be the show's musical guest,
pulled herself off as well.
And on Saturday night, Clay's performance turned out to be flat as warm soda. After making himself dependant on profanity to incite laughter in his
audiences, Clay had nothing but dullness to offer.
The whole incident points to a telling metaphor.
The freedom offered by the Constitution — namely
the freedom of speech — is a double edged sword.
Clay has the right to express himself as he
pleases, but with these rights he must accept the
consequences of his expressions. Such as backlash
and criticism.
The dynamic illustrated by the incident seems
simplistic. Yet, it is a crucial foundation which
must exist in order for the freedom that we take for
granted to survive. And it is designed in the Constitution to work without censorship.

Smoke report
shows danger
Ahe Environmental Protection Agency has fanned
the flames of the smoking debate with a comprehensive study on the hazards of secondhand
cigarette smoke.
The study is about what you would expect: People who don't smoke themselves but are exposed to
cigarette smoke are at a greater risk of dying from
cancer or other smoking related diseases.
The EPA draft report attributes 3,000 deaths annually to cancers caused by secondhand smoke.
Other illnesses cause more deaths. Children of
smokers are a particular concern.
Reaction to this news also was predictable. The
tobacco industry said the study proved nothing. A
Philip Morris official said the report was based on
24 studies, 18 of which showed no danger from secondhand smoke, and three showed that breathing
other people's cigarette smoke was actually good
foryou. Where do they get these guys?
The point is that even though the conclusions are
preliminary, the findings are good information
from a good source that a danger exists. And the
report provides ammunition for anti-smoking
groups, employers and sympathetic lawmakers to
extend regulation of smoking in public areas and
workplaces.
Reprinted courtesy of the Akron Beacon-Journal.
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FM radio killed the rock star
Don't need a weather man to
tell which way the wind blows...

I bought a Bob Dylan tape the
other day at Billy Hannway's
store. I went home popped it in
my tape player and did the
sweet booga-loo.
Bobby Zimmerman bleated
out words that cut through the
flatulence of today's world like a
razor through a wrist. Except no
one is listening including FM
radio in Toledo.
"Toledo's best and newest
rock'n'roll." Yeah right.
TTiere are over two dozen original rock bands in the area.
About half of them have recorded tapes which are high quality
productions. And some of the
newest music in this big ol'
country is being made under the
noses of Toledo FM radio. But
they ignore it.
Because it wouldn't please
their advertisers. And they
wouldn't get the money to sponsor their boozed up extravaganzas by the muddy Maumee. And
bring in"has-beens" acts, (Although this Friday's guest the
Georgia Satellites are an exception to that, and an appearance
last summer by the Bodeans
was brilliant, albeit virtually ignored.)

copyright 1989
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Issue writers needed
The editorial page of 77K? Newia looking for writers who feel
strongly about political, social and cultural issues. In the coming
publications the editorial page will be featuring
uPoint/Counterpoint column.
Each column will take both sides of a given political, social and
cultural issue and explore each stand. Two contrasting stands will
be featured in each column.
No previous writing experience is necessary. Columns will be
abort and to the point. If interested, contact The BG News editorial
editor at 201 West Hall or call 372—2603.

Word Up
by
Chuck
Travis
columnist

the home of Boston's Tom Scholz
and Anita Baker. Both musical
geniuses in their own right. But
because Toledo was culturally
impotent, they had to leave
town.
I don't decry different types of
music. There are die-hard music
terrorists out in the fields and

forests of Northwest Ohio. And
FM radio fosters this type of
mentality. If the music isn't
what they consider their type, IT
STINKS! Whether it be "progressive, classic, metal, blues,
dinosaur, rap, hip-hop, funk, etc,
ete,'\ITSTINKS!
This type of mentality is
usually ascribed to narrow minded bigots, racist preachers and
lobotomized slugs. But a local
FM station was witnessed sledge—hammering Milli Vanilli
records last month. Hey,
whether you like the
lip—synchers or not, this type of
cultural destruction is normal
only if you are a Nazi or a
Klansmen.
It is understandable that a
format cannot be totally devoted
to local or obscure acts, but with
such a predominance of talent in
the area, it is culturally inept not
to feature a showcase of local
talent somewhere on a play list.
Of course radio isn t always
the route to success. The band
Metallica carved a very respectable niche in the rock'n roll
pantheon without any support
from AOR stations. They
dammned the torpedos and
plowed across the nation with
determination and grit. And
they became a top selling draw

both in concert and in album
sales.
All without a D.J. to ride their
chart topping bullet like a bastardized cowboy. Metalheads
are like cockroaches-when they
unite they can survive anything— even a nuclear fallout,
which is analogous to radio playlist fodder.
Mark Knopfler. the guitar
whiz of Dire Straits, just completed an album entitled the
^'Nottingham Hillbillies". In an
interview in Rolling Stone, he
decried the shaping of rock music by media outlets such as
radio and MTV. He said that
they could define what they
thought was rock n'roll but, "It
isntmyrock n'roll," he said with
a degree of anger.
So as summer dances barefoot
across Bowling Green and rock
n'roll becomes part of the wind,
remember that what is coming
out of your transistor radio is
aimed at your pocket book
rather that your ear. You'll get
more pleasure from listening to
a local band play for pennies in a
dive, than you will from FM
radio jocks who are frustrated
wanna-be rock stars.
I think it has to do with live
sweat triumphing over canned
musical rubbish.

that,"lot A will probably be the
site of an academic building."
What happens then to the
"greenspace we need so desperately? Has there been a survey to see if faculty, staff and
students want this parking plan?
I have an idea that this decision is being made without in-

put from faculty, staff or students. One day we will come to
work and the parking lots will be
closed with the bulldozers in
them working and then it will be
too late.

Letters
Parking proposal
called unfair;
rankles secretary
To the Editor:
I am a classified staff member
at BGSU— a secretary in EDFI.
I have worked on this campus
for 20 plus years. I have raised
two children and am a working
mother out of necessity. My
time before work, after work
and even some days—my lunch
hour— belongs to my family.
Are you going to tell me that I
must add waiting for the shuttle
bus to this schedule? And what
about the days that it rains,
snows or is bitter cold? There
are no shelters at many of the
pick—up points. I don't expect
that I'll be waiting at these
g>ints with Dr. Martin or Dr.
Iscamp.
How many shuttles are they

planning to run? How many
classified staff on this campus
get off at 5 o'clock? If there is
not room enough on one shuttle,
will we have to wait 15 minutes
for the next one, or will we have
to walk to the stadium? What
will it cost to run a shuttle service large enough to accommodate the users? How long will
it be before we have to pay to
ride it? I can't believe it will cost
less to operate the shuttle service than to maintain the current parking lots.
Give me a break Dr. OIscamp.
It's not the walk that I mind, it s
the time and the total inconvenience involved.
I have a difficult time understanding the administration's
actions and their reasons for the
parking plan when they have
parking whenever they need it.
Dr. Olscamp was quoted in
The BG News saying, students
and faculty deserve the beauty
and tranquility [that] greenspace provides. In another paragraph of the same article, Dr.
Martin was quoted as saying
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I think that if Bobby Zimmerman was a young 20-yearold today and he was located in
Toledo, he would be laughed out
of 104's offices. Toledo has been

Cathy Long,
EDFI secretary

Respond
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Firefighters sharpen skills Staff debates
University sponsors
annual fire workshop
by James A. Tinker

editor
Last week's occasionally brisk
temperatures and frequently
strong winds did not hamper,
but rather, enlivened the 1990
State Fire School conducted annually at the University.
The week-long school offers
certification in 26 courses and
attracted 572 firefighters from
across Ohio to learn or polish the
skills which affect lives daily.
The State Fire School, celebrating its 60th anniversary is
sponsored by the State Department of Education and the University's Office of Continuing
Education.
Firefighters practiced and observed theories taught through
scores of demonstrations such
as gasoline fires, rope rescues,
mock disasters, and decontamination.
The principles stressed at the
school are more vital now than
ever before, according to
several firefighters.
High technology and prolific
hazardous materials have
placed greater demands on firefighters and increased the need
for training.
"You have to have a brighter

parking status

caliber of people or you're not
going to come home that night,"
said Roger Johnson, sales manager for Elkhart Brass Manufacturing Company Inc.
Instructor Dale Zwicker said
several firms come to the school
"not necessarily to sell their
wares, but to show us what
technology is available."
This Is the third decade
Zwicker has taught at the University-hosted school and he
said the greatest threat to firefighting is complaceny. Unless
tragedy strikes, people give
little thought to firefighting.
"Ohio is holding its own, but
we're not forging ahead," he
said.
But the men and women who
participated in last week's
classes took advantage of the
most contemporary techniques
and information available in the
nation.
Courses including leadership
and command, heavy rescue,
fire ground tactics, rescue and
water safety, arson investigation and computers for
the fire service will help firefighters save lives — "especially their own," according to David Bowman, a hazardous materials operations instructor.

BG News/John Potter
Firefighter Mark Decker scrubs down his companion Bill Greer during a hazardous waste removal exercise.

a Continued from page 1.
stead of local shelters, they could have one month's rent paid by
WCHS, said Gay Malon, social service supervisor for WCHS.
"We provide funds which assist in the first month's rent or will pay
a month's rent in order to prevent eviction," she said.
Last year alone, WCHS assisted 30 households which included 80
people at a total cost of $245 per household. This year 10 households
have already received aid at $260 per household.
Malon attributes this increase to the number of people working in
low paying jobs.
"(There is a) growing number of working poor," she said. "More
people in Wood County don't have any kind of insurance - and they
just can't make it."

Despite the growing number of people using the service provided
by WCHS, Malon said the program is very effective in helping people
get back on their feet.
"A number of people get past this crisis and they are able to continue on," she said. "The money is making a significant difference
because most do not repeat the services offered by this program."
Both funding for the Link and WCHS comes from the FederalEmergency Management Association and through private donations.
The amount of available funding is not enough to aid all the people
in need of shelter and this fact disturbs Bowers.
Mayor Edwin Miller addressed city council and gave his personal
assurance he would help the homeless of Wood County.

A majority of the University's faculty and staff believe
reserved parking and parking
based on position or salary
are discriminatory and
should not be permitted.
These findings, which come
from a survey released by
Parking and Traffic earlier
this year, show that 75 percent of the 850 respondents do
not favor purchased, reserved parking.
Of the 46 percent who returned the survey, 344 were
faculty, 366 classified staff,
and 155 were administrative
staff.
However, respondents to
the University Parking
Committee's survey did favor
designated spaces for central
administrators, such as the
president and the vice presidents, but only if they paid for
these spaces through salary
deductions.
In a separate effort, Robert
Martin, vice president of
operations, sent out a memorandum inquiring about a
tiered parking plan, but it
met with resistance.
A memorandum he sent to
the chairpersons of the Administrative Staff Council,
the Classified Staff Council,
and the Faculty Senate, explained his tiered parking
system.
He asked if they would be
willing "to pay $100-$200 per
year For a specific reserved
parking location in center
campus lots, and $50-$75 to
park in the center campus
lots on a space available
basis."
The spaces in the perimeter
parking areas would cost a
flat fee of $30. Those who
parked in the lots near the
stadium could then ride the

Homeless

NOW OPEN
GREENWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
1616 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green
353-SUDS

University Shuttle Bus into
the central campus.
The only definite parking
change for the fall is having
freshman park in lots on the
east end of campus.
"There's so much confusion
around both (his memo and
the survey), that we can't do
anything until we know what
everyone wants," Martin
said, "Right now nobody
wants any changes where
they have to pay anything."
Eventually there will nave
to be some changes in the
parking plan to relieve inner
campus congestion, and provide greater funds for operating and maintaining the existing lots, he said. Results of
the survey also indicate most
people oppose any plan discriminating on a basis of salary.
"The secretaries and others who don't make as much
money would have no choice
but to park in the perimeter
areas, and the students would
certainly not be able to park
in any of the central areas,"
said Linda Swaisgood, assistant director of publications
and a member of the committee.
The surveys the committee
sent to all faculty and staff
members were designed to
determine opinions concerning designated reserved
spaces, and whether or not
fees for these spaces should
be deducted from individual
salaries.
Respondents who said they
would be interested in purchasing reserved spaces suggested an average tee of only

by Eric Davies
staff writer
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Currently reserved spaces
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S, which departments pay
their employees. Such
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administrators, campus
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hall directors and other staff.
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Review proposal fails Agenda battles ensue
Senate accuses Board of Trustees of ignoring resolutions
by Michelle Bnnki
managing editor

Only nine people may officially evaluate University President
Paul Olscamp's performance
and those people are not students nor faculty.
The Board of Trustees Friday
declared a Faculty Senate
resolution to evaluate the University president as invalid because the trustees reserved the
right to judge Olscamp's Job
performance.
"The evaluation of the president must and shall remain the
prerogative of the Board," said
retiring Chairman J. warren
Hall.
Senate's resolution, which derived from the proposed no confidence resolution, suggested "a
representative committee, elec-

ted by the Faculty Senate, conduct an evaluation of the university president and his performance in office by the tenured and
probationary faculty."
This was intended to be a
model of the evaluation process
for the vice president of academic affairs, but Undergraduate Student Government Presi-

"The evaluation of
the President must
and shall remain
the prerogative of
the Board,"
--J. Warren Hall,
Retiring Chairman
dent Kevin Coughlin said he
thought this was a bad idea.
Coughlin said the proposed e-

valuation process would not
permit student imput, thus allowing an element of bias.
"It probabaly wouldn't hurt
any to nave some form of evaluation of the president, but it has
to be objective," he said.
Harold Lunde, chairman of
Faculty Senate expressed concern about the Trustees decision.
"We're (Faculty Senate) not
trying to be the troublemaker,"
he said. "We're attempting to
find a positive route to improve
the University."
Lunde said he did not know
what step the senate would take
next with the resolution.
"I'm going to try to sort it out,
but were obviously bound by
board action," he said. "We
can't amend the charter and
now we have to take a look... to
see what parameters we can
work with.

Tuition
O Continued from page 1.
Much of the new $120 million
budget is earmarked for a 5 percent pay increase for faculty
and staff.
Faculty and administrative
staff will receive "an across-theboard" raise of 3 percent with
the remaining 2 percent to be
doled out in merit pay. Classified staff were given a general
3.2 percent raise with 1.8 percent

WANT TO SAVE
A BUCK ON A
DODGE CAR OR
TRUCK?...
00

HtO.

available for longevity increases.
Funding for Parking and Traffic is also draining the budget.
The University Shuttle Service
has been granted additional
money in order to expand service.
The shuttle service is the
foundation for University President Paul Olscamp's master
parking plan, which he claims
will reduce core-campus parking by increasing parking near
the stadium.
Kevin Coughlin, Undergradu-

"We're between a rock and a
hard place," Olscamp said. "I
don't think anybody likes the
current situation. I certainly

«C2 BGSU
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Frl. & Sat.

10 - 5:30pm

"The situation is intolerable,"
he said. "If they think this is going to go away because they did
it in the summer, they're in for a
big surprise." A response from
the American Association of
University Professors may be
forthcoming and the senate will
most likely raise the issue of
agenda access in the fall, he
said.
only received calls from people
apologizing for not attending because of the weather.
Informing graduates and their
guests that graduation would be
outside regardless of the weather alleviated the confusion present in 1989's drizzle.
Both Olscamp and Mason said
they are open to any suggestions
for improvements in the graduation ceremony.
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Armed with her MONEY CENTER
secret identification number, Iris felt
a certain sense of smug superiority,

"Some senators think these
resolutions go into a deep bole
and (the senators) become very
discouraged and ask Why do we
waste our time?' " Lunde said.
Because the Faculty Senate is
the largest and most representative group on campus (it includes students, faculty and
administrators), the body deserves more access to the
Board's seven yearly agendas,
Blinn said.

425 E Wooster
(Behind Dairy Mart Just Past Railroad tracks)

Also Offering: Tuxedo Rental & Dry Cleaning Service

531 Ridge St. 352-8333
QDODGE INC *

don't like it."
Last year, people called in to
complain about the ceremony in
the unseasonable weather, but
Laura Waggoner, assistant registrar, saw this year she has

j CAMPUS TANNING j

**•■£»

Set his resolution made no menon of this.
"What goes onto their agenda
can be determined by any member of the trustees by telling the
secretary they don't want something on the agenda," he said.
The trustees are sending a
very strong and negative message to the campus that the
Board serves a "boss" role and
the faculty perform the task of
"servants," Blinn said.
Harold Lunde, senate chairman, also was disappointed by
the trustees refusal to accept the
resolution.

Ceremony
D Continued from page 1.

<**

tuon

ate Student Government president and non-votine trustee, is
irked because he believes the
administration is enacting the
first step of a program without
enough funds to do an adequate
Job or knowing what the next
step will be.
Student safety is being endangered unnecessarily through
the plan, he said. Coughlin fears
for the safety of students parking in the most-eastern lot between midnight and dawn when
the shuttle is not operating.
"There is a safety window that
needs to be closed/' he said.

The trustees are "painfully
well informed," Hall said, and
receive all communications
from the senate and other repreThe Board of Trustees dismis- sentative groups allowing them
to
determine what issues should
sed a Faculty Senate resolution
accusing the Board of not setting be on their agenda.
Blinn, a chemistry professor.
its own agendas, and now the
resolution's outraged author
thinks the trustees have too "The fact is this is a
much power.
Elliott Blinn's resolution very convenient
claimed the Board's secretary, way (for the
"can and on a regular basis does
classify Faculty Senate resolu- trustees) to ignore
tions either 'for action' or 'for information only' — an act tanta- public business. I
mount to a veto over the Faculty think it's totally
Senate."
The senate wanted to bypass corrupt."
Vice President of University Relations Philip Mason and -Elliot Blinn,
achieve guaranteed responses Faculty Senator
by the Board to senate recommendations.
According to policy, Mason was outraged the Board did not
prepares the agenda for the vote on his resolution requesting
Board and may label documents yes or no replies to senate recas "for action" or "for informa- ommendations.
"The fact is this is a very contion only."
However, to senate consensus, venient wav (for the trustees) to
Chairman of the Board J. War- ignore public business," he said.
ren Hall has final approval of Tthink it's totally corrupt."
Unfortunately for Blinn and
the agenda.
Hall said the trustees set their the rest of the senate, focusing
own agenda, will continue to do on Mason's alleged veto opporso and would be enraged if tunity dashed the possibility of
Mason exercised any veto achieving guaranteed responses
from the nine voting members of
power.
"The buck stops right here the Board.
with regard to the agenda," Hall
Actually, Blinn said he besaid May 11 in his last meeting lieves it is Individual trustees
who can negate senate efforts —
as a trustee.
by James A. Tinker
•deai
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Distinguished prof named BlotterOn-campu$
housing open
by Jessica Khouzam
staff writer

As of May 11, only 120 of the 4,430 students who are registered for
summer classes will be residing on campus in Prout, Rodgers, and
Kohl residence halls.
Prout will be reserved for upperclassmen and freshmen will reside in Rodgers. Those students enrolled in summer workshops or
continuing education courses are eligible to live in Kohl.
This year no separate housing has been allotted for international
students who will be assigned according to class status.
According to Rich Hughes, assistant director of housing, every
wing and floor of the dorms will be available. In the event occupancy
is far below the buildings' capacity, "We might close a floor or a
wing, but we're not really worried about 11"
The cost to live in the dorms this summer is ISO per week for
double occupancy rooms, but those who desire more privacy have to
pay an extra $65 per week.
Parking space remains the same with lots available to registered
students are Lots 6,8,9, and 12. Parking decals are 17 and can be obtained in the Commons.

Chan K. Hahii the OwensIllinois Professor of Management, was named the University's second Distinguished
Teachingi
Professor by
the Board of
Trustees Friday.

The honor
was created to
recognize outstanding performance in
the classroom.
Hahn
The first recipient was M. Neil Browne, economics professor, who received
the award in 1989.
Hahn is known nationally for
his work in the fields of purchasing and productions/operations
management. In 1988, ne was a-

warded the University's first
endowed professorship created
in 1986 with a $225,000 gift from
Owens-Illinois Inc. to the College of Business Administration.

recognized by our business
graduates as one of the faculty
members who was most influential and beneficial to them while
they were students," she said.

Hahn joined the University's
faculty in 1970. He received his
bachelor's degree from Yonsei
University and his master's of
business administration and
doctorate from The Ohio State
University. He served as chairman of the management department from 1973 to 1986.

In addition to his research,
Hahn has published numerous
articles about production and
purchasing and has been an associate editor of the Journal of
Purchasing and Materials Management, a leading business
journal.

"Professor Hahn has established a reputation as a faculty
member who cares about his
students, but who also challenges them to do their best,"
said Eloise Clark, vice president
of academic affairs.
"He has been consistently

He has been recognized as the
1974 recipient of the Parents
Club award as the Oustanding
Faculty Member in the College
of Business Administration, and
in 1981 and 1986 he was awarded
the Undergraduate Student
Govrnment's Faculty Excellence Award.
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QTodd C. Woolf, of Huber
Heights. O., was arrested May 3
for underage drinking, police
said.
OAmy Cordonnier, of Yorkshire, O., was arrested May 3 for
driving on the sidewalk and
driving under the influence of
alcohol, police said.
DWhile walking in the Union
Oval, a female student reported
a man grabbed her from behind
May 4, but she managed to get
away and run back to her residence hall. Officers are investigating the incident.
"Pry marks reportedly were
found on a storage room door in
the band room at the Moore Musical Arts building May 4.
An oversize mailbox, valued
at $50, reportedly was stolen
from a residence on Hillcrest
Drive May 11.
DUniversity police are investigating a complaint that
several students were attempting to sell stolen used books to
area bookstores.
DThe owner of an emergency
vehicle reported his car was
parked behind Offenhauer May
14 and when he returned he
found the sunroof damaged and
the light bar stolen. Damage
was estimated at $650.
LJA 10-speed bicycle, valued ai
$150, reportedly was stolen from
the rack at Offenhauer May 1
where it was locked.

I
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'Tenured radicals' rise
It is no secret that the academic study of the humanities in
this country is in a state of
crisis. Proponents of deconstruction. feminist studies, and
other politically motivated challenges to the traditional tenets of
humantistic study have by now
become the dominant voice in
the humanities departments of
many of our best colleges and
universities.
There are, of course, differences and even struggles among
these various groups. But seen
from the perspective of the tradition they are seeking to subvert — the tradition of nigh culture embodied in the classics of
Western art and thought — they
exhibit a remarkable unity of
purpose. Their object is nothing
less than the destruction of the
values, methods and goals of
traditional humanistic study.
Princeton University's Elain
Showalter, for example, has
called for a "complete revolution" in the teaching of literature in order to enfranchise
"gender as a fundamental cateEory of literary analysis." The
iniversity of Pennsylvania's
Houston Baker touts the Black
Power movement of the 1960s as

a desirable alternative to the
"White Western" culture he
sees enshrined in the established
literary canon. And Duke University's Fredric Jameson propounds a Marxist vision of criticism that promises to "liberate
... us from the empirical object."
What we see thorughout the
work of these and many other
academics is a throuehgoing
animus to the traditional values
of Western thought and culture.
The institutionalization of the
radical ethos in the academy
has resulted not only in an increasing politicization of the
humanties, but also in an increasing ignorance of the humantistic legacy. Instead of
reading the great works of the
past, students watch movies and
peruse second or third-rate
works dear to their ideological
cohort; instead of reading
widely among primary texts,
they absorb abstruse commentaries, restorting to primary
texts only to furnish illustrations
for their pet, critical "theory."
Since many professors have
been the beneficiaries of the
kind of traditional education
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they have rejected and are denying their students, it is the students themselves who are the
real loser in this fiasco. Presumably, they enrolled in a liberal
arts curriculum in the first place
because they wished to be educated. After four years, they will
find that they are ignorant of the
tradition and that their college
education was largely a form of
ideological indoctrination.
The issues raised by the politicization of the humanities have
application far beyond the ivycolored walls of the academy.
The denuciations of the "hegemony" of Western culture and
liberal institutions that are
sounded so insistently within our
colleges and universities these
days are not idle chatter. They
represent a concerted effort to
attack the very foundations of
the society that guarantees the
independence of cultural and artistic life —including the independence of our institutions of
higher education.
Indeed, behind the transformations contemplated by the
proponents of feminism, deconstruciton, and the rest is a blueprint for a radical social transformation that would revolutionize every aspect of social
and political life, from the independent place we grant high culture within society to the way we
relate to one another as men and
women.
It is precisely for this reason
that the traditonal notion of the
humanities and the established
literary canon have been so violently attacked by politically
correct-thinking academics. As
the cultural guardians of the
ideals and values that Western
democratic society has strugged to establish and perpetuate,
e humanities also form a vast
impediment to the radical vision
of their new academic enemies.
The overheated rhetoric and
pose of beleaguered defiance
that on regularly encounters in
the academy may suggest that

_
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_
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Documenting Racism

Rev. Bill Thompson of the United Christian Fellowship Center and Brian Dzyak of WBGCJ TV 27 conduct
an interview with Professor Lawrence Friedman on the topic of racial sensitivity at the University. The Interview is to become part of a program designed to heighten awareness of racial issues and incidents, and
is expected to be completed by the Fall.

those railing against, say,
"European dominance" or
"white, male, WASP hegemony" are isolated figures on the
margins of academic power.
Unfortunately, the opposite is
the case. Far from being a besieged minority, such professors
represent the new establishment
of tenured radicals. Often they
are among the most highly paid
professors — the professors for
whose services our leading universities bid against each other
in little-publicized contests.
Nor is the influence of these
professors confined to the present moment. At many presigious institutions, they are precisely the people helping to

shape the future by making faculty appointments, overseeing
promotions, and devising the
educational program in the humanities — efforts at selfpropagation that virtually assure their continued dominance
for another generation.
The truth is that when the
children of the '60s received
their professorships and deanships, they did not abandon the
dream of radical cultural transformation; they set out to implement it. Now, instead of disrupting classes, they are teaching them; instead of attempting
to destroy our education institutions physically, they are subverting them from within.
During the last two decades,
what we have witnessed in
American higher education is
nothing less than the rise of a
new academic establishment,
the establishment of tenured
radicals.
Roger Kimball is the managing editor of The New Criterion
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MAC Standings
BASEBALL

Alumnus Linda Popovich has
received two scholarships for
post-graduate study totalling
$10,500 to assist in funding her
studies at University of Michigan Law School next fall. She
was the recipient of the NCAA
Walter Byers Scholarship and
an Alpha Lambda Delta honorary society fellowship.
Popovich was the Mid-

Season ends May 19th
BASEBALL: After allowing 40
runs in its first three weekend
games against Mid-American
Conference leading Central
Michigan, BG rebounded to win
the series finale, 6-4.
Behind the complete-game
pitching of senior Chris Fugitt,
the Falcons erased a 4-0 deficit
in the sixth with two-run hits by
Kyle Hockman and Daren Stiles.
A Chippewa error and a Jason
Welch hit plated two runs in the
BG seventh for the win.
Welch, a senior, went 3-for-3 in
the game, improving his season
batting average to .386 and making a bid to become the first
BG's first .400 hitter since 1966.
The weekend moved BG's record to 28-21 overall and 9-13 in
the MAC, putting them in eighth
place, but only a game away
from fifth-place Miami. The
Falcons, who hosted a
doubleheader Tuesday against
Toledo, will face the Redskins
this weekend in a four-game series at Steller Field.
Three Falcon records fell during the weekend. Welch broke
the record for stolen bases in a
season and continues to build
upon it, swiping 26-of-28 entering
the Toledo twinbill. BG assistant
coach Jamie Riser (1985) and
Jeff Groth (1979) held the previous mark with 23 pilfers.
Junior shortstop Brian Koelling became BG's single-season
assist leader with 141 entering
the UT series, clipping Gary
Haas 1974 mark of 138.
On the pitcher's mound, junior
Derek Common made his 22nd
season appearance, setting the
Falcon standard in that category. He eclipsed John Salter's 21
appearances in 1987.
SOFTBALL: The Falcons
closed out their season by splitting a doubleheader with

Eastern Michigan at home Friday, winning the first game, 2-1,
before dropping the second, 3-1.
BG finished its year 19-32 with
a 10-17 ledger in the MAC, placingit seventh.
Though the Hurons scored a
run in game one, Falcon pitcher
Lisa Hufford notched her second
no-hitter of the sesaon. The
EMU run scored on a walk, a BG
error and two fielder's choices.
The Falcons plated their runs in
the seventh on an RBI double by
Hufford and an Huron error.
BG's Michelle Clagett was
named MAC Hitter of the Week,
batting .450 in six games. She
capped her career with hitting
.322 this season, marking her
third .300 season in four years.
TRACK: The men's and
women's track teams travel to
Oxford, O. for the MAC Championships beginning Thursday
and concluding Saturday. The
women finished third at the
MAC finale last season, while
the men will look to improve
upon a 7th-place showing.
Thrower Kyle Wray earned
MAC Men's Track Athlete of the
Week honors by winning the discus and shot put in two weekend
competitions — a dual meet at
Kent State and the Jesse Owens
Track Classic at Ohio State.
For the women, freshman Andrea Lytle set a BG triple-jump
standard, stretching the tape to
37-feet-l, breaking the mark of
36-f eet-4 set by Kerry Bostleman
last year.
MEN'S GOLF: Looking to
move up from last season's fifthElacc finish, the men'sgolf team
■avels to the MAC Championships in Ypsilanti, Mich. The
72-hole tournament begins
Thursday and ends Saturday.
compiled by Mike Drabenstott
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Carousel

W
L
(overall)
34
13

Team
Central Michigan
Kent State
Western Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Miami University
Ohio University
Bowling Green
Toledo
Ball State
.

32

26
25
30
26
28
20
21

Scholar athlete
hits new courts

16
W
25
20
24
21
23
33

ITOPP

SOFTBALL

352-0077

For the season ending May 12th

Team

mmim

Kent State
Eastern Michigan
Central Michigan
Western Michigan
Miami University
Toledo
Bowling Green
Ball State
Ohio University

W
L
(overall)
40
7
32
24

33
27
36
31
19
13
12

22
! 33
20
26
32
33
33

W
L
(in MAC)
21
4
17
10
14
9
16
13
13
11
13
13
17
10
21
8
18
5
Graphic/Pat Michel

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main
Tonight Only:
Wed. May 16th

Discover Kinko's

352-9951

BIG HUNK 0' CHEESE

Thursday, May 17th:

Blitz&s

Resume Package
ONLY $14.95
• One Pag* Typeset Resume
(ready far reproduction)

eauiu
•

<l£p*| HAIRCARE FULL-S
^SERVICE
SCULPTURED
NAILS

SALON

Fri. & Sat., May 18th-19th:

9-5:30 MON-SAT
9-8 THUR-FRI

Wed. & Tour. Only:
18-20 Welcome
$2.00 Cover after 9:30

140 E. Wooster
352-0800

21 and over
SI.00 Cover after 9:30

Disk w/Resume Stored

BUCK BROTHERS

klnko**

*Mini-Pitchers Every Day,

Bring in this ad and
receive a haircut for
just $6.50

American Conference MVP in
volleyball last season and had a
3.96 grade point average as a political science major.
The Byers scholarships were
established in 1988 to recognize
contributions of the NCAA executive director emeritus by encouraging excellence in academic performance by studentathletes.

the copy center
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon "til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

Open 7 Days
354-3977
113 Railroad St.
I READ MARVEL COMICS
OR HE'LL RE VERY UPSET

Young's Newsstand
Ym 0m SHf AW H-J^mtm
178 S. Main

It took Freud 38 years to understand it.
You have one night.
The psych exam is in 12 hours. And your id wants to party. Your ego
wants to conk out. Bui your superego knows you need to stay awake
tonight to cram.
Fortunately, you've got Vivarin. It helps keep you awake and mentally
alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So all your brainpower can focus
on understanding the brain.
If Freud had used Vivarin, maybe he could have understood the brain

*** °°
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VIVARIN

Revive with VIVARIN!

J5J-2176

EUR )PE, SOUTH
AMERICA, ASIA

frea Near «rk ear ■*
DESTINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
MADRID
ROME
STOCKHOLM/OSLO
COPENHAGEN
ZURICH
FRANKFURT
RIO
TOKVO

ow
RT
S175 $350
225 430
235 450
275 550
250 500
250
500
215
405
235
450
365 730
•195 850
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Record sales limited
"With radio so readily available and easy to tune in, the FCC
has put restrictions on what can
be broadcast," Hale said.
Many radio stations particiRemember hanging out at the
record store, listening to music pate in self-censorship to avoid
with your friends, and being complaints or problems that
able to buy your favorite albums may arise from playing music
" without having to show identifi- deemed obscene or objective, he
cation? For many teens those added.
Hale said he does not know if
days are over.
With the recent agreement be- record labeling can be dubbed
tween major record companies censorship or not, but labeling is
and the National Association of voluntary and not yet required
Recording Merchandisers to by the government.
Locally, some problems have
provide a uniform sticker on
albums with suggestive, expli- arisen among parents discit, or obcene language, record approving of certain albums
retailers are beginning to moni- their children purchase.
Brian Hanck, manager of the
tor who they sell certain albums
Record Den, said he has come in
to.
The album meeting the most contact with many problems reobstacles today is 2 Live Crew's, lated to record labeling.
"We have gotten quite a few
"As Nasty As They Wanna Be.
One circuit court judge in Flor- complaints. We are not obliida has ruled that retailers could gated to card anyone, but if the
face felony charges for selling age of the child is questionable
this album to a minor and mis- and they are trying to purchase
demeanor charges for selling it an album with a label, we ask
them to bring a parent back beto an adult.
Along with record labeling, fore we allow them to purchase
radio is also facing forms of cen- it," Hanck said.
"It is not the retailers responsorship.
to judge who should be
Stations are sometimes re- sibility
fused the right to broadcast, but buying these albums, it's the
there are no legal guidelines on parents, that is the reason for
what is obscene, said Dennis such requests," he added.
Guy Wilcox, general manager
Hale, director of the School of
of Finders Records and Tapes,
Mass Communication.

said he has not met with quite as
much resistance.
"In the past three or four
years since record labeling has
become public, we have only
had three or four instances
where parents wanted to return
the music their children had
purchased," Wilcox said.
"The parents were not upset,
and they were not mad at us for
selling the albums but they did
not want their children listening
to that certain music," he said.
Hanck said labeling can be
harder on the retailer than on
the youth.
"We have to keep a closer tab
on these labels because if we refuse to sell it to a kid, they will
be more tempted to pocket it.
Therefore, it is harder on the retailer," he said.
The Cleveland-based chain
has not come to the point of
having to pull any Hues yet,
Hanck said. Record labeling has
become standard practice which
is fine, however, artists should
remain creative and keep their
own style, he said.
Wilcox said in the past four
years, Finders has never had to
bull any titles from their shelves
tor that reason. However, for the
past couple of months, the establishment has been using more
caution.

by Janice Hardman
guest writer
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Give blood.

cTtje S<$ Neuis: four source for campus neuta |
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Are you in

ni Loans

Scaffoj

FL I
on a student «

FIST. *

®

loan? ^ r, us

For a limited time, you can pay off your
defaulted guaranteed student loan
(GSL, Stafford, SLS, PLUS, or FISL),
without penalty or collection charges.
(These charges can be as much as
35% of your total debt.)

You must pav your loans in full by
August 31,1990 to take advantage
of tnis special Federal program.
For information, call the guarantee
agency that holds your loan, or call
the U.S. Department of Education's
toll-free number:
Federal Student Aid Information Center
(800) 333-INFO

IH, News...
keeps \ i

HI

up to date!
CINEMARKTHEATRES

CINEMA 5

BAT*MD

1234 NORTH MALL ST.

354-0558

Scfta&fe In Uty 17B1 UHtoMS SM i SUI Ot^f
Th» Guardian R
12.30 2 40. 5.00. 7.30. 9 30
Talaa From th. Dark Sid. R
no passes or discounts
12:40. 2.40. 4 45. 7.25. 9 35

PERSONALS

Paychk Fak Bowling Groan Hoaday Inn, May
20, 11am • 6pm. Great merchendkae. raadinga
by areas top paychtca - tarol. astrology, numerology, clairvoyants, runee. paychometry a
more FREE admission, lectures For Info A advanced psychic registration call (419)
499-2310.

FREE tutoring in History Any 20S or 206 Welory class Call ASAP. Ian 372-3137

University Lutheran Church la having Wednesday evening services at 8:00pm. 1124 E.
Wooster, across from Rodgers Quad

THnigi Mutant Nln)a Turtlaa PQ
no passes or discounts
12:10, 2 20, 4:30, 7:00, 9:10

SERVICES OFFERED

Prally Woman R
no passes or discounts
12:00. 2:26, 4 50. 7 16, 9 40

LSAT-GMAT-ORE-MCAT-FMOEalS
Kaplan Educational Center

Spaod Invadara PO
no passes or discounts
•12:20, 2 30. 4 40. 7.10. 9 20

SmaNc
Home Study Materials
Test-n-Tape Library
Take Kaplan or take your chances'
Classes Forming Now 536-3701

Starting May 16th
Cadillac Man w Robin WNUMM
Bird on • Wlr» w, Mai Olbaon a Qotdm Kiwn

DEADLINE:

The BG News "

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jut
there anytime from Cleveland, Detroit, or Chicago lor no more than $229. or from the Eaat
Coast lor no more than SI60 with AIRHITCH o
(as reported In Consumer Reports, NY Times, a
Let's Ool) For detest eel 212-864-2000 or
write AIRHITCH, 2790 Broadway. Ste 100,
NewVorR, NY 10025
NEED CASH?
Bring your booka to the
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
We buy back el booka
having national re-sale value.

Mail-in Form

Two days prior to publication. 4 pm.
(Th* BO Haws is not responsible lor postal service delays)

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:
1 • or 2* ads

per ad are 70* par Una. $2 10 minimum
55' extra per ed for bold lace
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

PREPAYMENT:

* required for al nonunrvaralry related businesses and indMduate

1" (8 ana maximum)
2" (16 ana maximum)

ATTENTION
EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! S32,OO0/year Income potential Detain (11602-838-8885 Ext Bk 4244

SUMMER INTRAMURALS WOMEN'S. MEN'S.
a COEO SOFTBALL AND TENNIS. AND COED
VOLLEYBALL. ALL STUDENTS. FACULTY.
STAFF AND ALL SPOUSES ARE ELIGIBLE TO
PLAY PICK UP INFORMATION AT THE REC
CENTER SESSION I ENTRIES ARE DUE BY
NOON. MAY 24

ATTENTION EARN MONEY WATCHING TV!
S32.000'year income potential. Details (1)
602-838-6866 Ext TV 4244

CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring all positions Both
skilled and unskOed. For information Can (8151
77S 5507 Ext H-210

1 F. non-smoking rmte Aug. 90 - May 91. 6th
S High S130/mo Free HBO Con collect
(216)933-9152.

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS' AIRLINES NOW
HIRINGI ALL POSITIONS' S17.S0O ■
t S58.240 Cat HI 602-638-8885 Ext
X-4244

HELP WANTED

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS' CRUISE SHIPS
AND CASINOS NOW HIRING' ALL POSITIONS'
Coll 111602-638-8885 Ext Y 4244

ACT NOW! Assemble products at horns Easy
work. Excefent pay, No experience needed
CaS 1-316-826-4989 Ext.' H1436. 24 hrs
including Sunday

Part-time |ob. flexible hours Earn extra money
working (or a national marketing firm This too
follows you anywhere. Cell AMQ at
1-800-333-7944 exl 10 between 9-5

NAME (print)
ADDRESS _
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #

in

PHONE #

(For billing purpose)! only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear.
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type.

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from S100 Fords, Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602 838 8885 EXT A 4244
la It true you can buy Jeeps lor S44 through the
U.S. Government? Get the facts today! Cal
1-708-742-1142 Exl 1794.

Apt lor rent. Close to campus. Available lor
summer
Summer Rates
Call collect
1-433-4474
D. SG. Rentals
CANCELLATION1
Nlceatapt in B G only 1 unit. 850 Scott Hamilton. 2 blocks Irom campus Modem turn., 2
bedrms . new carpeting, laundry lacil . air
cond.. reserved parking. Max. 4 persona 12
month lease S596. 9 month lease S650 Aval
Aug 1990 Ftl 287-4258 or 287 4685
SUMMER APARTMENT - CHEAPI
1 SPACE AVAIL FOR M RMTE NEW APT.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS ONLY $130 PER MO
PLUS UTIL ACT NOW. THIS ONE WONT
LAST LONG CALL ANYTIME FOR INFO
MATT I 331 4004 (I'LL GET YOUR NUMBER
a CALL YOU RIGHT BACK). OR 353-7888
Visage Green Apartments
One 2 bedrm turn apt lor Spring a Fan
1990 91 Call Anytime 354-3533

It's All Here

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

ATTENTION ■ GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100 Fords. Mercedes, Corvettes. Chovys Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8885 EXT A 4244

FOR RENT
BE ON T.V many needed lor commsrelale
Now hiring al ages For casting into Can (615)
779-7111 Ext T-011.

WANTED

The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising In The BG News
The decision on whether to release this information anal be made by the management of 7 he BG News. The
purpose of thai poacy la to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.

The BO News
needs an exp student typiet
for Summer 1990 S Academic year
to typeset classified advertising
•••YOU MUST BE*"
accurate & speedy w/ exp. on IBM-PC
with proliclent proofreading skies
Apply St Student Employment 5/18/90

FOR SALE
ATTENTION
EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32.0C0/year income potential. Defails 111 802-638-6685 Ext Bk 4244.

ATTENTION
EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME' 32.000'yr Income potential Details.
HI802-836-8685Ext T-4244

$6.26 per Insertion
SI 2.46 per insertion

The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to illegkbilty or Incomplete Information. PMaee coma to 214
West Hal immediattey If there la an error in your ad. The BG News wi not be reaponalb'e for typographical
errors In classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions

ATTENTION
POSTAL JOBS! Start
Sii.4i/hour> For application mlo eel (1)
602-638-8885. Ext M 4244 6am - 10pm. 7
days

ATTENTION EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble products at home. Details (1)
602-836-8885 Ext W-4244

Classified Information

RATES:

NOTICE:

ATTENTION - HIRING! Government (oba - your
area
$17,840 - $69,485
Call
1 802 838-8885 EXT R 4244

CAMPUS It CITY EVENTS

American Heart
Association
»

Black & White.

MARKETING
OPPORTUNITY

For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

WITH A MAJOR LONG
DISTANCE CARRIER
STUDENT

UniGrciohics
211 West Hall

372-7418

MARKETING MANAGER
Sales oriented student needed lor
markstltnypiomollon position
Responsible lor hiring, coordinating
and managing campus organizations
Opportunity to work as Ptomottona
Repiesentallve Excellent pay Flexible
hours. AH work on campus. Must be
on campus and available 1 -2 weeks
prior to start ot classes
STUDENT ASSISTANT

ClesaHkallon m which you wish your ed to appear

. Campus I cny Events'

Wanted

Lost and Found

. Help Warned

Padse

For Sale

. Services Ottered

For Rent

Personals

• First day. SI .00 service charge only •■ tout 35 words tor s non-proSI event or meeting Subsequent days are charged at regular
aaaained ratee.

Dates to appear

Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mall)
TheBQNewe
214 Wast Hal

saw

Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG Mews)

Total number of days to appear

Phone: 372-2601

MARKETING MANAGER
Student with strong salss/organbational irdls needed lor campus
promotions. Must bs on campus and
available 1-2 weeks prior to start ol

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Organized, outgoing sales/marketing
group needed to represent our
products and services during an on
campus lundralaef Excellent pay

Must be on campus and available 1-2
weeks prior to sari ol
For mors InformstJon, send
resume to: American Paitags
Madia Corporation,
Loss Dtstsses Marketing
6211 WeH Howard Street
CMcsgo, IL 8064a
or cil"(M0) 727-B7I3.

